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QUESTION 1

-- Exhibit 

-- Exhibit -Click the Exhibit button. 

The exhibit shows a small switched network, some details about the MSTP configuration in the network, 

and the VLANs that are trunked over each link. When Switch2 reboots, users in VLAN 400 on Switch3 

report that they lose connectivity to resources in VLAN 400 on Switch4. 

What is the cause of this problem? 

A. There are mismatched bridge priorities. 

B. There is a mismatched MSTP configuration name. 

C. VLAN 400 is not trunked between Switch1 and Switch3. 

D. VLAN 400 is trunked between Switch3 and Switch4. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

There is a lot of traffic marked with IP precedence values af2l and af3l that ingresses the router. The af3l traffic should
be using the expedited forwarding queue, but the traffic is much lower than expected and there are no drops seen on
the egress interface. 





Referring to the exhibit, what is causing the problem? 

A. The assured forwarding queue has a strict high priority and is starving the expedited forwarding queue. 

B. The expedited forwarding queue has a low priority value; therefore the traffic is not serviced. 

C. The MF classifier is forwarding most of the af3l traffic to the best-effort queue. 

D. The MF classifier is does not match on af3l and therefore the traffic is being dropped. 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 3

Your switch is experiencing a problem where a port that should have only one host connected occasionally shows that
multiple MAC addresses are being learned. 

Which configuration setting would ensure that no extra hosts can join the network using this switch port? 

A. mac-limit 

B. no-mac-learning 

C. persistent-learning 

D. bpdu-block-on-edge 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Your Junos device is dropping certain traffic flows, while allowing other traffic flows to pass through the device
unaffected. 

Which CoS component is causing this problem? 

A. BA classification 

B. RED 

C. MF classification 

D. Rewrite rules 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Referring to the exhibit, an administrator is trying to advertise a direct route to its neighbor. The route is not advertised.
What is causing this behavior? 



A. The policy needs the orlonger match. 

B. The policy needs to match on protocol direct 

C. The policy needs to have the accept action inside the term. 

D. The policy needs to add a seed metric into BGP. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

-- Exhibit -user@switch# show vlans 

ws { 

vlan-id 23; 

interface { 

ge-0/0/12.0; 

ge-0/0/6.0; 

} 

dot1q-tunneling; 

no-mac-learning; 

} 

-- Exhibit -

Click the Exhibit button. 



Referring to the exhibit, an administrator notices that all traffic is flooded out of all the ports in VLAN ws. 

What would cause this problem? 

A. no-mac-learning is enabled on the interface. 

B. Spanning tree is disabled. 

C. dot1q-tunneling is enabled on the VLAN. 

D. Unicast destinations are flooded out of all ports. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

-- Exhibit 

-- Exhibit -

Click the Exhibit button. 

You are asked to configure a multihop EBGP peering to a loopback address of your ISP. The peering does 



not establish, and the ISP has verified that the settings are correct on their side. 

Referring to the exhibit, what is causing the problem? 

A. The peer-as parameter is misconfigured. 

B. The local-address parameter is misconfigured. 

C. The static route is misconfigured. 

D. The neighbor parameter is misconfigured. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

-- Exhibit 

-- Exhibit -Click the Exhibit button. Your network has two connections to your ISP. You have been asked to load-balance
traffic across both 

links that connect to your ISP. You have enabled multipath for this peer, but you are still not getting the 



expected load balancing. 

Given the information shown in the exhibit, what else must you do? 

A. Configure and apply a load-balancing policy. 

B. Change the multipath parameter to multihop. 

C. Create a policy to manually change the next hops. 

D. Enable the keep all parameter. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You are monitoring a network that is configured with PIM sparse mode. An end user\\'s PC (PC1) joins a multicast
stream. The stream never switches from the rendezvous-point tree (RPT) to the shortest-path tree (SPT). 

Which two statements explain this behavior? (Choose two.) 

A. An interface on the SPT is not configured for PIM. 

B. The designated router for PCI\\'s LAN does not have a route to the multicast source. 

C. This is the normal operation of PIM sparse mode. 

D. This is a source-specific multicast (SSM) stream. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10

You want to receive routes from a remote EBGP peer as shown in the exhibit. The remote site has the same AS number
as your own. You have successfully established the EBGP peering, but are not receiving any routes. 

Which BGP group configuration parameter will enable you to receive routes from the remote EBGP peer? 



A. advertise-inactive 

B. multipath 

C. as-override 

D. remove-private 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You observe that a router is using an unusually high amount of CPU cycles. You determine that continuous SPF
calculations in OSPF are being performed. 

What are two reasons for this problem? (Choose two.) 

A. The wrong authentication keys between the OSPF neighbors are used. 

B. The interface MTU is mismatched between the OSPF neighbors. 

C. There are duplicate router IDs within the OSPF area. 

D. An OSPF adjacency is flapping. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12



-- Exhibit -user@router# show class-of-service 

classifiers { 

inet-precedence ipp-test { 

import default; 

forwarding-class best-effort { 

loss-priority low code-points be; 

} 

forwarding-class expedited-forwarding { 

loss-priority low code-points af21; 

} 

forwarding-class assured-forwarding { 

loss-priority low code-points af11; 

} forwarding-class network-control { loss-priority low code-points nc1; } } } 

user@router# show firewall filter MF { term 1 { from { precedence 0; } then forwarding-class best-effort; } term 2 { from {
precedence 5; } then forwarding-class expedited-forwarding; } term 3 { from { precedence 2; } then forwarding-class
assured-forwarding; } term 4 { from { precedence 6; } then forwarding-class network-control; } term 5 { then accept; } }
user@router> show class-of-service ... Code point type: inet-precedence Alias Bit pattern af11 001 af21 010 af31 011
af41 100 be 000 cs6 110 cs7 111 ef 101 nc1 110 nc2 111 -- Exhibit -

Click the Exhibit button. 

Traffic with the IPP value af21 should be assigned to the expedited forwarding queue; however, this traffic is not being
assigned to that queue. 

Referring to the exhibit, what is causing this behavior? 

A. The af21 traffic is assigned to the assured forwarding queue because of the BA classifier. 

B. The af21 traffic is assigned to the assured forwarding queue because of the MF classifier. 

C. The af21 traffic is assigned to the best effort queue because of the MF classifier. 

D. The af21 traffic is assigned to the best effort queue because of the BA classifier. 

Correct Answer: B 
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